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Dr Daniel Lopez 
 
September 2019 
 
Address: 79 Spring St, Preston, VIC 3072 
Mobile: 0401 330 392 
Email: D.Lopez@latrobe.edu.au 
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-lopez-77a128173/ 
 

Academic Qualifications 
 
2014 – 2018:   PhD 
  Department of Politics and Philosophy 
  La Trobe University, Bundoora Campus 

Doctoral Dissertation: “Georg Luka cs’s Philosophy of Praxis” (passed with 
minor changes) 

  Principal Supervisor: Dr George Vassilacopoulos 
2005 – 2013:  Bachelor of Arts (with Honours) 
  Majors: Social Theory (Hons.) and Spanish   
  The University of Melbourne 
  Principal Honours Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. John Rundell 
2007 – 2012:  Diploma in Arts (History) 
  Concurrent with a Bachelor of Arts degree 

The University of Melbourne 
 

Scholarships and Awards 
 
May 2018:  Nancy Millis Medal for outstanding doctoral theses, assessed to be within the top 

5% of dissertations in their field. 
 
2014 – 2017: La Trobe University Postgraduate Research Scholarship (LTUPRS). 
 
Feb 2019: La Trobe Social Research Assistance Platform (£1,700 awarded to assist in the 

publication of my monograph, Lukács: Praxis and the Absolute). 
 

Professional Profile 
 

• Experience teaching and lecturing in philosophy and other areas in all 
undergraduate year levels with consistently positive student feedback. 

• Experience supervising at Master’s level. 
• Experience working in a variety of capacities for a number of departments of La 

Trobe University, including for the: 
o Tertiary Preparation Program as a Subject Matter Expert and Online Course 

Writer 
o Building Excellence in Global Citizenship Education Project as a Project Officer 
o Student Support Tutor Program as a Tutor 
o Department of Politics and Philosophy as a Research Assistant 

• Proven capacity to manage efficiently and collaboratively a number of concurrent 
responsibilities, including teaching and research, while adhering to strict deadlines 
and maintaining a high quality of work. 

mailto:D.Lopez@latrobe.edu.au
http://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-lopez-77a128173/
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• Strong organisational skills, including data collection and management, events 
management, people management, problem solving and written & verbal 
communication. 

• Strong research, publication and conference participation record for an Early Career 
Researcher. 

• Experience leading and organising, including as a conference organiser and in 
journalistic/political contexts. 

 

Academic Engagements 
 
Present: 
 
April 2019 ongoing 
 
 Honorary Research Associate 

Department of Social Inquiry and the Thesis Eleven Forum for Social and Political Theory, 
School of Humanities and Social Sciences, La Trobe University 
Supervised by Dr Trevor Hogan 
 

• Honorary position offered in recognition of my publication record both past and 
planned (see below for details) as well as initiatives undertaken to further the 
research and publication record of La Trobe University, including grant applications 
and conference organisation. 

 
First semester 2019 
 
 Course Coordinator and Lecturer 

Melbourne School of Continental Philosophy 
 

• Planned, proposed and coordinated a 12-week lecture course (12 x 2 hour lectures), 
themed around the problems of alienation and estrangement in the radical European 
philosophical tradition. 

• The course began with Hegel before moving through Marx, Nietzsche, Simmel, 
Lukacs, Benjamin, Adorno and Heidegger. It concluded with a lecture on French 
Marxism (discussing Lefebvre, Althusser and Rancie re). 

• This course involved approximately 50 participants (a minority of whom joined via 
distance). It sold out. 

• Full syllabus available here. 
 

Teaching Associate and Post-Graduate Supervisor 
Monash University 
Work supervised by Dr Ben Eltham 
 

• Responsible for supervising five students studying a Master of Communication and 
Media. 

• These students were required to design a 9000 word research project. This included 
formulating a research proposal and a research question, choosing and applying an 
appropriate methodology, gathering data and writing a final paper. 

• Supervision involved fortnightly face-to-face meetings, email correspondence, 
reviewing drafts, providing research and editorial advice and liaising with the 
subject coordinator. 

 

https://mscp.org.au/courses/evening-school-sem1-2019
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Past: 
 
September -October 2018 
 

Researcher for the Department of Politics and Philosophy 
La Trobe University 
Work supervised by Dr Toula Nicolacopoulos 
 

• Researched and prepared a report on a proposed Graduate Diploma in Professional 
Ethics, including: 

• Stakeholder interviews with professionals in the public, private and NFP sectors. 
• Researched existing competition in the tertiary and private sector. 
• Drafted proposals for structuring a Graduate Diploma in Professional Ethics in order 

to design a bespoke Graduate Diploma with a distinctive market advantage. 
 
September 2017-December 2018: 
 

Project Officer for the Building Excellence in Global Citizenship Education Project 
 La Trobe University 
 Work supervised by Dr Toula Nicolacopoulos 
 

• Planned, produced and edited a blog showcasing exemplary academic practice 
relating to Global Citizenship. (Accessible at: www.globalcitizenslatrobe.com) 

• Commissioned and edited blog posts and submissions from a range of academics 
across La Trobe. Wrote reflective blog posts on different aspects of Global 
Citizenship. 

• Maintained project budgets. 
• Organised “Are We There Yet: Global Citizenship Education Symposium”, including: 

o Correspondence with speakers and participants 
o Venue management, setup 
o AV and IT management 
o Logistical management 

 
April -December 2018: 
 

Subject Matter Expert and Online Course Writer 
Tertiary Preparation Program, La Trobe University 
(previously Tertiary Enabling Program) 
Work supervised by Dr Carolyn O’Dwyer 
 

• Planned and wrote three online subjects (Thinking Critically, Critical Thinking and 
Thinking Critically about the Media) for the Tertiary Preparation Program, including: 
o Writing subject content and learning resources 
o Assessment design 
o Learning activity design 
o Locating online resources 
o Filming subject and module introductions (in collaboration with Open 

Universities Australia) 
• Gained experience designing educational resources for a diverse, often marginalized 

or disadvantaged, unique cohort of students. 
• Collaborated with La Trobe Learning and Teaching, La Trobe Online, Education 

Development, Library. 
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• Gained experience writing and designing with Moodle. 
• Worked to a tight deadline at a consistently high standard. 

 
February – June 2018: 
 
 Sessional Lecturer and Subject Coordinator 
 Department of Philosophy and Politics, La Trobe University 
 Work supervised by Dr Toula Nicolacopoulos 
 

• Developed and delivered 4 x 2 hour seminars on Nietzsche’s work Thus Spoke 
Zarathustra as part of PHI3PNJ (Plato and Nietzsche: Justice and Rebellion), a 3rd 
year philosophy subject. 

• Developed a reading list including the most important scholarly texts discussing 
Thus Spoke Zarathustra. 

• Coordinated the component of the subject regarding Nietzsche, including setting 
essay questions, student correspondence and marking. 

 
June 2017 – November 2017: 
 
 Subject Support Tutor 
 ASSC Subject Support Tutor program, La Trobe University 
 Work supervised by Alysia Rex 
 

• Provided in-person support tutoring to a large cohort of students studying an online 
critical thinking course at 1st year level. 

• Maintained an overview of enrolled students and their participation, with a view to 
identifying students at high risk of becoming disengaged, dropping out or failing. 
o Generated statistical analyses and breakdowns of student cohort in order to 

identify the most at-risk students. 
o Collaborated with the subject coordinator to tailor our initiatives in a dynamic 

and responsive fashion. 
• Designed and implemented a number of outreach initiatives to contact disengaged 

students, including: 
o Skype/Zoom online tutoring sessions 
o Personalised and mass emails to different students and student groups  
o Organised and ran in-person catch-up and revision sessions 
o Met with individual students to provide one-on-one help 
o Worked with Succeed @ La Trobe to develop a targeted phone outreach 

campaign 
 
 
January – November 2015: 
 
 Research assistant to Dr George Vassilacopoulos 
 Department of Philosophy and Politics, La Trobe University 
 

• Produced a literature review detailing philosophies of money. 
• Organised and promoted two seminars featuring international academic guests. 
• Organised a day-long seminar featuring an interstate academic guest. 

  
March 2014 – June 2017: 
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 Tutor 
Department of Politics and Philosophy and Department of Archaeology and History 

 

• Semester two, 2017: Making of the Modern Western World View (2nd year) 
• Semester one, 2017: Philosophical Problems (1st year) 
• Semester one, 2016: Philosophical Problems (1st year) 
• Semester two, 2014: Great Philosophical Ideas (1st year) 
• Semester one, 2014: America’s War in Vietnam (2nd year) 

 
 

Publications 
 
Monographs: 
 

• (forthcoming, Brill, October 2019) Lukács: Praxis and the Absolute 
Revised and extended monograph based on PhD thesis. See link for details and blurb. 

 
Editor: 
 

• (forthcoming, Sage, late 2019) Thesis Eleven special edition concerning Georg 
Luka cs’s philosophy of praxis. 
o This special edition will include contributions from leading international Luka cs 

scholars as well new translations of Luka cs’s work and significant secondary 
works concerning his philosophy of praxis. 

o Table of contents and contributor list available on request. 
• (forthcoming, Brill, late 2020) Historical Materialism special edition concerning 

Georg Luka cs’s 1920s works, as well as the controversies they generated. 
o This edition will include new translations and publications of hitherto 

unavailable material, as well as scholarly essays from leading international 
experts. 

 
Peer-reviewed Articles: 
 

o (forthcoming, Sage, late 2019) Lopez, D. “Georg Luka cs’s Critique of Philosophy”  
Invited publication for Thesis Eleven. 

o Lopez, D. “A Return to the Philosophy of Praxis” in Historical Materialism, vol. 25, 
issue 4, 2017. 

o Lopez, D. “Recovering Georg Luka cs” in Historical Materialism, vol. 23, issue 1, 
2015. 

 
Non-Academic and Journalistic Articles (selected): 
 

• “How Australia’s Labor Party Lost an Un-Losable Election”, in Jacobin, May 2019. 
• “AOC’s Green New Deal is the socialist solution the world needs”, in Overland, March 

2019 
• “The Conversion of Georg Luka cs”, in Jacobin, January 2019. 
• “The Third Way is Still Alive”, with Ivan Mitchell, in Jacobin, December 2018 
• “The Immodest Victorian Socialists”, with Ivan Mitchell, in Jacobin, September 2018. 

 

Conferences and Presentations 
 

https://brill.com/view/title/56328?lang=en
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2019/05/australia-labor-party-bill-shorten-third-way
https://overland.org.au/2019/03/aocs-green-new-deal-is-the-socialist-solution-the-world-needs/
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2019/01/lukacs-hungary-marx-philosophy-consciousness
https://jacobinmag.com/2018/12/australia-labor-party-third-way-neoliberalism
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2018/09/victoria-socialists-australia-manifesto-elections
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Future: 
 
December 2019: 
 

• Member of the Organising Committee for the inaugural Historical Materialism 
Melbourne conference, to be held on 7th and 8th December. 
o Keynote speakers: 

▪ Dr Martin Ha gglund, author of This Life, (New York, Pantheon, 2019) 
▪ Dr Jess Whyte, author of The Morals of the Market (London, Verso, 2019) 

o This multidisciplinary conference will take place over two days. Each day will 
include five sessions, with three concurrent panels in each. 

o See link for Call for Papers and details. 
o Planned paper: “Gillian Rose, Mourning and the Reformation of Marxism” to be 

given as part of a panel discussing Rose’s philosophy. 
 

• Annual Conference of the Australasian Society for Continental Philosophy, to be held 
from 4th - 6th December. 
o Planned paper: “The Finite and the Infinite in Hegel and Luka cs” to be given as 

part of a panel comprising Thesis Eleven contributors, discussing Luka cs’s 
philosophy of praxis. 

 
 
November 2019: 
 

• Historical Materialism London (7th - 10th November) 
o Organising a panel to launch the special edition of Thesis Eleven on Georg 

Luka cs’s philosophy of praxis. Panellists include: 
▪ Assoc. Prof. Konstantinos Kavoulakos (University of Thessaloniki), leading 

Luka cs scholar and contributor to the special edition. 
▪ Dr Rob Jackson (Manchester Metropolitan University), contributor to the 

special edition. 
▪ Dr Anita Zsurzsa n (PhD Research Fellow at Eo tvo s Lora nd University, 

Budapest). 
▪ Dr Daniel Lopez, editor of the special edition. 
▪ Dr Cat Moir (Senior Lecturer, Chair of Germanic Studies Department, 

University of Sydney), contributor to the special edition. 
o Book launch of Lukács: Praxis and the Absolute. Speakers include: 

▪ Dr Daniel Lopez (Author) 
▪ Assoc. Prof. Konstantinos Kavoulakos (University of Thessaloniki). 
▪ Professor Esther Leslie, (Co-director of the Birbeck Institute for the 

Humanities, Birbeck University of London). 
▪ Dr Stathis Kouvelakis (Reader in Political Theory at King’s College London). 

o Paper (abstract accepted): “Gillian Rose, mourning and the Reformation of 
Marxism”. 

 

• Modernity and Civilisation II – Thesis Eleven conference. See link for Call for Papers 
and details. Melbourne, to be held on the 19th to 21st of November. 
o Curating a day of papers and panels on Georg Luka cs’s philosophy of praxis 

including: 
▪ A panel to launch the special edition of Thesis Eleven on Luka cs (see above) 
▪ A book launch of Lukács: Praxis and the Absolute. Speakers include: 

• Dr Daniel Lopez (Author) 
• Dr George Vassilacopoulos (Senior Lectuer, La Trobe University) 

https://hmmelbourne.net/
https://thesiseleven.com/2019/08/13/modernity-and-civilisation-ii-call-for-papers/?fbclid=IwAR05OEqzeRmcIwCQwHQfRJnpvjLEtFZFvA1yl_WgqxDGwWzck9oNYePYzXk
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• Assoc. Prof. John Rundell (Honorary Research Fellow, La Trobe 
University) 

 
 
Past: 
 
December 2018: 
 

• “Luka cs: Praxis and the Absolute”, presented to the annual Historical Materialism 
Australasia conference, Sydney. N.B. although under the same title, this paper was 
different to the one presented in London. 

 
November 2018: 
 

• Invited speaker on a panel to launch Georg Lukács’s Philosophy of Praxis by Professor 
Konstantinos Kavoulakos (University of Crete/Thessaloniki) 

• “Luka cs: Praxis and the Absolute”, presented at annual Historical Materialism 
conference, London. 

 
November 2017: 
 

• “Georg Luka cs’s Dialectic of Praxis”, presented to the annual Historical Materialism 
conference, London. 

• Invited discussant on a panel entitled “Legacies of the Russian Revolution” featuring 
Michael Lo wy and Owen Hatherly at the annual Historical Materialism conference, 
London. 

 
April 2017: 
 

• “The dialectic of organisation in Luka cs’s concept of praxis”, presented at the 
Historical Materialism New York conference, New York. 

 
September 2016: 
 

• “In Defence of Hegel: A Counter-Critique of Marx’s Early Reading”, presented at the 
inaugural conference of the Australian Hegel Society, UNSW, Sydney. 

 

Research Interests: 
 

• Hegel, German Idealism, contemporary Hegelian philosophy; particularly the work of 
Gillian Rose. 

• Marx, 20th century Marxian philosophy. 
• Political philosophy. 
• Nietzsche and existentialism. 
• 20th Century social and critical theory, including: 
• Georg Simmel 
• Georg Luka cs 
• The Frankfurt School 
• Modern European and American History 
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Non-Academic Activities, Research Interests and Misc. 
 
 
Future: 
 
 
2020: 
 

• Founding and principal editor for Jacobin Australia, a subsidiary of Jacobin Magazine, 
based in the USA. 

• Contact: Bhaskar Sunkara (bhaskar.sunkara@gmail.com) 
o Jacobin Australia will exist initially as a “vertical” (a separate but connected 

website, similar to Guardian Australia) to be launched circa May 2020, before 
moving to a yearly print edition to be released in late 2020/early 2021. 

o This role will involve: 
▪ Writing, commissioning and editing contributions on various topics, 

including contemporary Australian and international politics, history, 
political philosophy, culture and other topics. 

▪ Organising fundraising, both traditional and via social media as well as 
events. 

▪ Networking with contributors, sponsors and collaborators, in order to 
establish a viable and semi-autonomous publication. 

▪ This will include a related podcast and a network of reading groups as well 
as organising events such as forums. 

 
Past: 
 
May – November 2018: 
 

• District Coordinator (Preston and Reservoir) for Victorian Socialists 
o Responsible for coordinating the electoral campaign of Victorian Socialists in the 

Preston/Reservoir district, including: 
o Managing a database of members and volunteers. 
o Convening a campaign committee. 
o Coordinating letterboxing, door-knocking, street meetings, train station 

leafleting, online campaigning and other initiatives 
o Organising gigs, social events and liaising with organisations, venues and high-

profile individuals. 
o Coordinating with the central electoral campaign, in order to maximise 

effectiveness. 
o Coordinating efforts of booth captains in the Preston/Reservoir area on election 

day. 
 
June 2016: 
 

• Participated as a HDR student and mentor in the inaugural “When the Levee Breaks” 
study tour to New Orleans, Mississippi and Memphis. 

 
 
Miscellaneous: 
 

• Knowledge of conversational Spanish. 

mailto:bhaskar.sunkara@gmail.com
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• Strong interest in 20th Century American music and culture. 
o Amateur record collector and DJ; has appeared twice as the midnight guest at 

Slow Grind Fever. 
o Has appeared as a guest presenter on “Blue Juice”, on PBS, 106.7FM. 
o Guitarist with experience gigging, in Melbourne and touring around Australia. 

 
 

Referees 
 
 
Dr Trevor Hogan 
Senior Lecturer 
Convenor, Thesis Eleven Forum for Social 
and Political Theory 
La Trobe University 
(03) 9479 1116 
t.hogan@latrobe.edu.au 

Dr George Vassilacopoulos 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Politics and Philosophy 
La Trobe University 
(03) 9479 2808 
g.vassilacopoulos@latrobe.edu.au 

Dr Ben Eltham 
Lecturer 
Communications and Media Studies 
Monash University 
Ben.Eltham@monash.edu 

Bhaskar Sunkara 
Founding Editor and Publisher 
Jacobin Magazine 
bhaskar.sunkara@gmail.com 

Dr Carolyn O’Dwyer 
Senior Academic Coordinator, Enabling 
Programs 
La Trobe University 
(02) 6024 9772 
c.odwyer@latrobe.edu.au 
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